Abstract-the interaction between radar signals for cooperative targets and the Nyquist Folding Receiver (NYFR) is investigated from a zero-sum (ZS) game theory perspective. Since the subNyquist sampling is a tradeoff in noise folding with signals versus dynamic range of analogy-to-digital converter (ADC), a parameter management optimization model is modeled of them as a ZS game. And simulation results by applying convex optimization algorithm suggest that this model is suitable.
I. INTRODUCTION
The success of the Nyquist Folding Receiver (NYFR) [1] structure in wideband signals processing have inspired investigation of NYFR, which is an efficient analogy-toinformation (A2I) architecture [2] , [3] that folds the broadband RF inputs by subsampling so that can sample with a low-speed ADC. The most significant feature of NYFR is sampling with periodically non-uniform [4] that is the key to folding, by resampling structure with a stream of short radio frequency (RF) pulses and a narrowband ADC. In practice, the degree of nonuniformity and the size of period have a great influence on the output of NYFR. Hence, the selection of parameters is of particularly importance for NYFR.
The application of game theory in parameter optimization of receiver is new, but in radar and communication is not fresh. For example, the interaction between a target and MIMO radar by modeled as a two-person zero-sum game (TPZS) [5] ; Reference [6] focuses on the interference and greedily maximizes its individual capacity of various two-user noncooperative games, and so forth. And a zero-sum game is a mathematical representation of a situation in which each participant's gain (or loss) of utility is exactly balanced by the losses (or gains) of the utility of the other participant, by using Venn diagram to show all possible logical relations between a finite collection of different sets. To the best of our knowledge, the game theory or information theory based analysis of the reconnaissance, interference and even electronic warfare (EW) system, however, has not received attention yet, whereas these tend to disclose the nature of the abstract process or choose a proper strategy.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. We suggest the use of a mutual information (MI) [7] - [11] based MI criterion based ZS game to model the aliasing effects from multiple Nyquist zones (NZ) of NYFR and dynamic range of ADC. The variable in NYFR of control to maximize the MI, while the inputs has effects access to minimize the MI. Yet, there are a lot of catching up to do, lest unilateral, hierarchical, and even the Nash equilibria based on game theory in the future.
II. MODEL

A. NYFR System
The NYFR receiving model matrix can be expressed as an underdetermined linear equation 
where
Note that N K Z   , where Z denotes index number (namely folding), and
named modulation matrix,  and  are the DFT matrix and block matrix of IDFT, respectively.
B. Mutual Information
Due to the hypothesis that noise is identically and independently distributed gaussian vectors with distribution
, what' more, the noise vector and output signal vector are also independent of each other, and the covariance matrix of noise is given by 
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where I is an identity matrix with the size of K K  .
In general, the process of optimization based on NYFR is to find the suitable modulation parameters so that we can detect targets with maximum possible in the interference environment. Therefore, we will take into account the MI which is resulting from X and Y as optimization function of NYFR parameters selection.
The MI of Y relatively to X is defined as
where   p x is the probability function and,
From (5) we can see the physical meaning of the MI is that the reducing of uncertainty of input X , after obtaining Y . In other words, it is the information that X contains in Y . As describe in earlier, combining with the measurement matrix  and input signal X , we can obtain the information of According to the property of MI and entropy, we have
where   H is entropy, and measurement matrix  is the parameter which can be optimized. Expanded
where   f denotes the probability density function (pdf).
Note that
, so pdf of Y can be written as
The entropy
Since the assumption about noise, the pdf of V is given by
With a similar derivation, we have
Combining (6) and (8), the MI of X and Y is
We choose sample entropoy to replace MI entropy which is a traditional conception, in order to simplify calculation.
For the convenience of discussion, making the objective function into convex function as fellows
where  is the variable in NYFR contains an average sample rate, index number, modulated function frequency, ADC sample rate and the duration. In terms of detection, the target is finding a most appropriate
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This subsection concentrates on matlab simulation to verify the theoretical analysis. In the first experiment looking at the course of the Nyquist sampling theorem which is a basic rule and points out the least sampling frequency for reconstructing the signals, meeting the need of maximum MI.
We assume that the signal of NYFR is mono-pulse (MP) at 0.65GHz, the amplitude is 1 with zero phase, and the pulse width is 0.1 s  us. NYFR architecture can be presented as following in the assumptions setting, the RF sample rate varies about an average rate 1 As shown in Fig.1 , the maximum MI of Y relatively to X occurs at 1.3GHz that is the Nyquist sampling rate, and the result is 100% correct based on 800 Monte Carlo simulations. Hence, we have the conclusion that Nyquist sampling rate is the minimum when signals are without aliasing.
The MI of NYFR sampling with different methods includes uniform sampling, periodic non-uniform sampling and random sampling are listed in the table I, note that the MI of random sampling is highest by comparing with others, meaning the uncertainty of X is minimal after receiving Y , which requires more complex reconstruction algorithm. In general, the MI of periodic non-uniform sampling and random sampling are similar, but it also depend on the degree of nonuniformity. With the bigger degree of non-uniformity, the MI entropy will be enhanced. Fig.2 (D), we make the frequency of modulation (with SFM) varies from 1MHz to 10MHz which represents the degree of nonuniformity is augmenting. Assume that the signal of NYFR is mono-pulse (MP) at 7.21GHz, other parameters are the same as the first experiment.
As shown Fig.2 (A) , with the increasing of the sampling rate, the MI of Y relatively to X is increasing, and at the same time the principle of variation varies with frequency band. But in case of given a fixed average sampling rate, the increasing of index zoom will expand bandwidth of signals can be processed, directly. In Fig 2 (C) , the output of NYFR contains more information about the cooperatively inputting signals with the increase of sampling time. Forces on Fig.2 (D) , when enlarge the degree of non-uniformity, we can obtain more information about input, by sacrificing the computation and increasing folding noise. As a consequence, the optimization of NYFR system and trace-off are more significance. In addition, multi-parameter joint optimization based on MI can realize the selection of optimal parameters in adaptive system.
IV. FUTURE WORK
As the model described before, parameters of NYFR optimization based on radar signals for cooperative targets by the ZS game theory perspective. But only a simple model has been included here, we do not consider the adaptive parameters optimization of non-cooperative signals, jamming and the games of unilateral, hierarchical, and even the Nash equilibria solutions. However, as noted, a multi-objective optimization model of NYFR may serve as a better way by regarding each frequency band as an objective function in the future. Certainly, according to jamming's respect, we can find out the weak parts of the system.
